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First Basic B.Sc. Nursing Examination, Summer 2017
NURSING-FOUNDATION

Total Duration:SectionA+ B=3 Hours Total Marks:75

SECTION-A&SECTION_B

tnstructions: 
!, 

t:::i"#i:Z\f,ll,'r";:' 
fni,'r?!l{; portion or:the qu,"tio,

g) Alt questions are compulsory.
4) The number to the right iniidicates full marks.
5) Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
6) Distribution of syllabus in Question Paper is only meantto cover

entire syllabus within the stipulated frame. The Question
paper pattern is a mere guideline. Questions can be qsked from
any paper's syllabus into any question paper. Students cannot
claim that the Questioti is out of syllabus. As it is only for the
placement sake, the distribution has been done.

7) lJse a common answerbook for atl Sections.

SECTION-A (40Marks)

1. Short answer question (any five out of six) : (5x5=25)
a) Nursing care of client with retention of urine.
b) Strokes used in Back massage.
c) Maslow's hierarchy of needs.
d) Functions of nurse.
e) Collection of urine specimen for culture
f) Post operative unit.

2. Long answer question (any one out of two) : (1x15=1S)

a) i) What is physical examination ? z
ii) List the purposes of physical examination. 4
iii) Enumerate the different methods of physical examination. 4
iv) Write the role of nurse in physical examination. s

b) i) Enlist rnethods of local dry heat applications. 3
ii) Write the purposes of steam inhalation. 4
iii) What important recordings you will do after steam inhalation ? 3
iv) Describe the scientific principles applied to steam inhalation. 
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SECTTON-B(gsMarks)

3. Short answer question (any four out of five) :

a) Nurse's responsibility in medicine administration.

b) Standard safety precautions.

C) Discharge procedure of client.

_ d) Safety devices.

4. Long answer question (any one out of two) :

a) i) Enlist the causes for Pressure Sores
ii) What are the common sites of pressure sores ?

iii) How will you prevent pressure sores in an unconscious patient ?
iv) Write the scientific principles involved in back care.

b) i) Define Blood Pressure.

ii) Describe the variations in Blood Pressure.
iii) Enlistthe factors causing variations in Blood Pressure.
iv) Write the scientific principles related to Blood Pressure.
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(4x5=20)

(1x15=15)
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